Create Ben McDuff
An Introductory (hands on) tutorial to Terragen 2
Hi, my name is John Robertson, and I'm going to be your guide on this gentle climb to the top of
Ben McDuff. There is no tgd file to accompany this tutorial. We'll be creating that as we go along.
When we have completed our journey, you should have a better understanding of the basics of
Terragen 2, and be confident enough to begin creating your own scenes. This tutorial will stop short
of adding objects such as trees to a scene, but you will have had hands on experience of the most
important shaders in Terragen's toolbox.
Below is the final render of the mountain we will create/climb together: Don't worry if the grass
colours look a bit dodgy to you (I've never passed an Ishihara colour dot test in my life), you'll be
selecting your own grass colours for your scene.

Before we begin our journey; a cautionary note. Save your work regularly. Terragen 2 is quite
stable now, but you never know.
So, without further ado let's meet somewhere at the bottom. To do this open Terragen 2 and click on
the Camera button on the toolbar at the top.

In the Node list window (left of the 3d preview window) you'll see the render camera is already
there. Click on it. Underneath you'll see a bunch of parameter inputs. Increase the Light exposure to
1.2. Now enter values for the Position and Rotation parameters. You can see they each have three
input boxes, they are for – from left to right – x, y, and z coordinates. Okay, let's insert our Position
coordinates as follows: 34480 in the left box, 830 in the centre, and -35060 (note that last one is
minus) in the right box.
Now our Rotation coordinates: left and right boxes set to zero, and set the centre (that's our Y axis,
the one we spin round on) to -200.
Good, now we are both standing in the same place on the planet and looking in the same direction.
As you can see from the 3d Preview window our world is flat. So, click on the Terrain button on
that top toolbar, and click on the Add Terrain button beneath it on the left, and select Power
Fractal. There it is – Fractal terrain 01 - in the Node list window under Heightfield shader 01, and
you can now see a more interesting, randomly generated terrain in the 3d preview window to the
right. We now have our main large-scale terrain features.
You can now delete Heightfeild shader 01 (Delete key on your Keyboard), if you want to (we won't
need it).
The Power Fractal shader is the workhorse tool of Terragen 2. It is not only used to create terrain
displacement, but is also used for colour, and masking as a blend shader.
Ok, let's change some of the fractal terrain's parameters to shape our Ben McDuff. Firstly we'll alter
its name to something more meaningful, like “Main Terrain Features”. Now enter the Seed number
23416 in the Seed input box. Below the Seed input you can see some tabs - Scale, Colour,
Displacement, etc. Change the Smallest scale to 1. You'll notice the Noise octaves have come down
from 20 to 17. The lower the number of octaves, the less number crunching your computer has to
do. Leave the other scale parameters on default settings. Click on the Displacement tab and enter a
value of 500 for Displacement offset (use the slider or enter the value in the box). Our overall
displacement has now increased as we have generated some holes/valleys. The terrain, I hear you
say, looks nothing like the image above. Now click the Tweak Noise tab and change the Noise
flavour to Perlin billows. Ah, that looks a bit more like our Ben McDuff.
Now we'll do a quick render so we can view our scene with better definition than the 3d Preview
provides. Click the Renderers button on the top toolbar, then click on Quick Render in the node
list window. I do my quick renders with an image size of 640x480, and with a detail setting of 0.5.
How long a quick render takes will depend on the spec of your computer. Use settings that will give
you a render time of approximately one or two minutes. When you're happy with the image size and
detail settings click on the Render Image button. When the render has finished close the render
window and return to the terrain node list by once again clicking on the Terrain button on the top
toolbar.

Now let's add some finer detail: Click the Add Terrain button again and select > Displacement
Shader > Power fractal v3. You'll see that it's installed under Main Terrain Features in the scene
build window. Click on the new power fractal and change its name to “Smaller Terrain Features”.
Give it a Seed value of 53089, change the Feature scale to 50. Click the Displacement tab and
change the Displacement amplitude to 10, the Disp offset to 3.7, Disp roughness to 0.7125, and
Spike limit to 0.5. Check Continue spike limit. Now click the Tweak noise tab and increase the
Noise variation to 1.5, and the Buoyancy from variation to 0.5.
Ok, we are now going to add a terrain shader that will give us a stratified displacement.
Select Add Terrain > Displacement Shader > Strata & outcrops v2
Click on it and make the following alterations to its parameters:
Hard layer altitude 500, HL depth 100, HL steepness 1, Plateau build up 1, HL spacing 512.5, Strata
tilt direction 270, and Strata tilt angle 15.
Do another Quick Render. Here's what our terrain looks like now:

It seems you have to have some degree of tilt angle on the strata to visibly change its direction.
This shader requires a lot of fiddling with parameters to get the look you want. The Hard Layer
Altitude controls the height of a hard layer from top to bottom, and the Hard Layer Depth has the
effect of increasing the hard layer's height by applying further displacements at the base of the hard
layer. A much better, and more technically accurate explanation can be found in the Terragen 2
Node Reference Guide at the Planetside website.
Now, for this scene we don't want the full-on effect of the strata, so we are going to dampen and
break it up so we only get bits of strata here and there. And we are going to use a power fractal to
do that. At the bottom of the Strata & outcrop parameter entry dialog you'll see a Blend by Shader
input box. Click-check its checkbox, and click the green + button to the right of the input box (on
early releases of Terragen that button will have 3 dots on it instead of a green cross), and select
Create new shader > Colour Shader > Distribution shader v4. Then, when it appears in the
input box, click the green + again and this time select Go to Distribution shader.
The Distribution shader's dialog window pops up. You can see that it has tabs for Altitude and
Slope Constraints, which are very useful distribution controls, but we are not going to use them in
this instance. On its Coverage and Breakup tab ensure Colour is set to 1, then decrease the
Coverage value to 0.5, Check Fractal Breakup checkbox and increase its value to 1. Then click on
the green + to the right of the Fractal Breakup, and select Go to Fractal Breakup v1.
Enter a value of 35936 in its Seed input box. Set its scale values to Feature scale 50, Lead in scale
1000, and Smallest scale 10.
On the Colours tab Check both High and Low colours, and enter a value of 0.35 for the high colour,
and zero for the low colour. Set Colour contrast to 0.5, Colour offset to zero, and Colour roughness
to 2.5.
Click the Warping tab and ensure Distort by normal is Unchecked, and Lead in warp effect is
None. Ok, close the pop-up dialog windows now.
What we have just done is used a power fractal (the Fractal Breakup shader of the Distribution
shader) as a greyscale blending mask to dampen and break up the effect of the strata. As you can
see from the image below, the strata has been very much reduced.

That's it for the Terrain nodes list. Let's now position the sun in a favourable position so that it
throws some nice shadows across our terrain. Click on the Lighting button on the top toolbar, and
then click on Sunlight. All we are doing here is entering values for the sun's Heading and
Elevation. As you move the Heading slider you may see the white cross, that represents the
position of the sun, appear in the 3d Preview window (if the sun's elevation is low enough). I've
entered a value of 210 for the sun's heading, positioning it just to the right of our field of view. And
I've given it an elevation of 20.
Now click on the Shaders button on the top toolbar. This is where we can add Surface layers to
give colour, and further texture to our scene. Click on the Base colours node that you find there.
The only thing we'll do there, funnily enough, is apply our base colours. So, click on the Colours
tab and then click on the colour buttons to the right of each of the High and Low colour sliders.
This opens a Colour-Picker window where you can choose your colours. You can pick your own
colours here. I've chosen a dark reddish colour with a low saturation level for the Low colour, and a
similar colour, but lighter, for the High colour. This will give us a rock base colour upon which we
can later add dirt and grass surface layers., Ensure both Apply High, and Apply Low colour
checkboxes are checked. Increase the Colour contrast to 0.5, decrease offset to -0.25, and increase
the roughness to 10.
Now, before we add those further Surface layers, we are going to place a Power Fractal shader for
displacement immediately below the Base colours. If you go to the Node window (bottom right,
below the 3d Preview window) and click on the Terrain button down there you'll see all the nodes
we placed in the Terrain group. At the bottom you'll see a node called Compute Terrain, which we
didn't add. It's there by default at the end/bottom of the Terrain nodes; and you'll see that it connects
to the Base colours node at the top of the Shaders group.

Only the first shader used for displacement, placed after either a Compute Terrain or Compute
Normal node will have its displacement computed faithfully according to the surface normals of
previously laid displacement shaders. Without a Compute Normal or Compute Terrain to calculate
the surface normals displacement will only be applied vertically (perpendicular to the planet they're
applied to). The arrows in the diagram below are the normals of their respective surfaces.

Don't panic, that's as technical as this tutorial is going to get.

So, where were we. Oh yes, let's add a Power Fractal immediately below the Base colours node to
exploit that Compute Terain node at the bottom of the Terrain group. Select Add Layer >
Displacement Shader > Power fractal shader v3. Change its name to “Power fractal (mountain
crags)”. Give it a seed value of 32543, a Feature scale of 500, a lead in scale of 50000, and a
smallest scale of 5. On the Colour tab uncheck the Apply Colours checkboxes. On the
Displacement tab check the Apply displacement checkbox. We'll keep the default Along normal
displacement (although we could have used any of the other options because of the Compute
Terrain node preceding this displacement). Enter values of 50 for the amplitude, 20 for offset, 0.75
for roughness, and 0.5 for spike limit. Check Continue spike limit. On the Tweak Noise tab select
Perlin ridges for the Noise flavour, and enter values of 2 for the Noise variation, and 0.7 for
Buoyancy. On the Warping tab ensure Distort by normal is unchecked.
We are going to limit that last displacement by altitude, so we will select a Distribution shader as a
Blend by shader. Check the Blend by shader checkbox down at the bottom, click the green + button
and select Create new shader > Colour shader > Distribution shader.
Go to that Distribution shader and on the Altitude constraints tab check Limit minimum
altitude, and enter a value of 500 for Minimum altitude, and 200 for Min alt fuzzy zone. Also
check Use Y for altitude. Close the Distribution shader pop-up window and let's do another quick
render to see how our scene is progressing.

Not bad, but it looks a bit barren. A bit of soil on that rock will certainly help.
We'll add a Surface layer: Add Layer > Surface Layer. Change its name to Surface layer (dirt).
Click on the green cross to the right of Colour function and Create new shader > Colour Shader >
Power fractal shader. Then (green cross again) Go to Power fractal shader. In the pop-up
window that appears click the Colour tab and ensure both Apply High and Low colours are
checked. Then select brownish colours for your soil by clicking the colour picker buttons on the
right of the Apply High/Low sliders; one lighter than the other. Enter a value of 0.325 for the
Colour contrast, and 3.25 for Colour roughness. And close the pop-up window.
In the Surface layer parameters, on the Coverage and breakup tab set a value of 0.8 for Coverage.
Ensure the Fractal breakup is checked and set a value of 0.7 for the breakup. Now click on the

Slope constraints tab and check Limit maximum slope. Set the Maximum slope angle to 35, and
the Max slope fuzzy zone to 5. At the bottom check Use Y for slope, and ensure Slope key is set to
Final normal.
Now do another quick render:

It's looking better all the time. I think the max slope constraint is just about right, and decreasing the
coverage of the dirt, and increasing its breakup has exposed some of the Base colour rock beneath
the dirt.
Let's sow some grass now. Add another Surface layer and change its name to “Surface layer
(grass)”. I've adopted this form of naming so we know both what kind of shader we're using and
what we're using it for. Click on it in the node list, and in the Colour function slot Create new
shader > Colour Shader > Power fractal shader. Go to that new shader and ensuring both Apply
High/Low colours are checked go to the colour picker (via buttons on the right) and pick your dark
and light shades of green for your grass. Enter the following values: 0.25 for Colour contrast, -0.25
for Colour offset, and 7.5 for Colour roughness. Close the Power fractal's pop-up window. Now
click on the Displacement tab of the surface layer, and clicking the Displacement function green +
Create new shader > Displacement shader > Power fractal shader. Bring up the new shader's
pop-up window and Rename it “Power fractal (grass bump)”. Enter scale values of 1 for the Feature
scale. 1.5 for Lead-in scale, and 0.5 for Smallest scale. On the Displacement tab ensure Apply
displacement is checked and enter values of 1 for amplitude, 1 for roughness, and 1 for spike limit.
Close the pop-up window.
Back on the Grass Surface layer set a value of 1.7 for Displacement multiplier on its Displacement
tab. And on the Coverage and breakup tab 0.8 for Coverage, and 1 for Fractal breakup (ensuring it
is checked). Click on the Slope constraints tab and check Limit Maximum slope. Enter a value of
30 for Max slope angle, and 2 for Max slope fuzzy zone. Check Use Y for slope, and set the Slope
key for Final normal.

Now, ensuring you have Surface layer (grass) node highlighted in the node list (click on it just to
make sure) click on Add Child Layer and select Surface Layer. The new Child Surface layer
should be visible in the node list (if it isn't, click on the plus sign to the left of its parent Surface
layer). Ok, assuming your on the new child surface layer, rename it “Surface layer (grass mix)” On
its Coverage and breakup tab down the bottom enter the following values 0.5 for Coverage, and
with Fractal breakup checked, 0.5 for the breakup. Create a new Power fractal in its Colour function
slot (you should know how to do that now via Colour Shader). Go to that new power fractal's popup window, and on its Colour tab check both Apply High and Low colours, and via the colour
picker enter light and dark grass colours (this time you could give them more of a reddish-green
tint). Enter values of 0.25 for both Colour contrast and offset, and 7.5 for roughness. And close the
pop-up window. Now click the Displacement tab of the Grass mix surface layer, and clicking the
green cross of the Displacement function Assign shader > Power fractal (grass bump). Enter a
value of 1.7 in the Displacement multiplier.
Maybe we should do a quick crop render so we can have a look at our grass. On the Quick Render
parameters section click the Crop Region tab and check the Do crop region checkbox. Then in the
3d Preview window pull the top guide down so only the bottom third of the scene renders. Now that
we have reduced the area to be rendered we can afford to increase the image size and detail quality.
(if you have an older release of Terragen you may not have the guides in the 3d Preview window,
and you'll have to use the slide controls in the Crop parameters section).
Below is the crop render I did to view the nearby grass texture.

Hmm, maybe I could have had a bit more bump on that grass texture, but it will show up better with
a higher resolution render. Overall, I don't think it's looking too bad.
So now we are going to add our last terrain element. Some boulders.
Back in the Shaders node group Add Layer > Displacement Shader > Fake stones shader. Enter
a value of 2000 in the Seed input box, and on the Scale / Density tab enter values of 25 for Stone
scale, 0.1 for Stone density, and 20000 for Density seed. Check the Blend by shader checkbox,
and clicking the green cross on the right Create new shader > Colour Shader > Distribution
shader.
Before we go to the Distribution shader ensure that both Blend as density, and Fit blendshader to
this checkboxes are both uncheked. (Having the Blend as density box checked has been known to
corrupt fake stones). Now go to the Distribution shader. On the Coverage and breakup tab reduce
the Coverage to 0.5. On its Altitude constraints tab check Limit minimum altitude, and enter a value

of 0 for Minimum altitude, and 0 for Min alt fuzzy zone. Check the Use Y for altitude box, and
select Position in terrain/texture for the Altitude key. On the Slope constraints tab check Limit
Maximum slope, and enter 12 for the Maximum slope angle, and 0 for the Max slope fuzzy zone.
Check the Use Y for slope box, and select Final normal for the Slope key. Close the Distribution
shader pop-up window.
Back in the Fake stones shader parameter input section click on the green cross to the right of
Surface shader and Create new shader > Colour Shader > Power fractal. Go to that new Power
fractal shader, and on its Colour tab ensure both Apply High and Low colour checkboxes are
checked, and give them a stony desaturated reddish colour with the colour picker (lighter shade for
High, and darker shade for Low). Enter values of 0.25 for Colour contrast, 0 for offset, and 7.5 for
roughness.
Close that pop-up window and we'll do a crop render of the bottom right part of the scene to see
what our boulders look like.

That's not too bad. We don't want too many scattered all over the place, and the distribution shader
helped reduce their numbers with altitude and slope constraints.
Our Ben McDuff is meant to be in Scotland, and I don't think a clear blue sky is typical. So maybe
we should reduce the blueness of the sky and add a few clouds. To do this click the Atmosphere
button on the top toolbar. Click on Atmosphere 01 in the node list to bring up its parameters
section. On the Main tab increase the Redsky decay to 4. Click the Height control tab and raise the
Haze exp height to 4000. Now click the Lighting tab and decrease both the Haze glow power, and
Haze glow amount to 0.8. Click the Tweaks tab and click the Bluesky density colour button to the
right of the slider to bring up the Colour picker. You'll probably see the colour select cursor at the
top on full saturated blue; bring that down to a much less saturated blue (below centre) and OK that.
Now we've got a sky that's more typical of a Scottish summer's day. But there's still something
missing. You guessed it: clouds.
So, up at the top, just under the top toolbar, click on the Add Cloud Layer button and select Lowlevel: Cumulus (3D/Volumetric). On its Main tab set Cloud altitude to 5000, and Cloud Depth to
3000. Set a value of 10 for Edge sharpness, and 0.025 for Cloud density. On the Lighting tab reduce
the Sun glow power to 0.75. Return to the Main tab and go to the Density shader via its green cross
button. Enter a value of 52782 for its Seed. On its Scale tab enter 2500 for Feature scale, and 1 for
the Smallest scale. I'm seeing some rather menacing clouds hanging over our mountain in the 3d
Preview window, and I don't fancy getting a soaking while we're up there. So we're going to have

those clouds pushed into the background.
Check Blend by shader at the bottom of the Density fractal window, and click its green cross
button to Create new shader > Colour Shader > Distance shader. Click the green cross again to
go to that Distance shader.
The Distance shader is another of Terragen 2 's masking tools, along with the Distribution shader
and the Image map shader. Now, in order to make use of a Distance shader, we need to give it a
point of reference. The Distance shader uses a camera as a point of reference.
We could assign the Distance shader its own camera, but we can just as well assign the render
camera as its point of reference; and that's what we will do as it suits our purpose of shoving those
clouds away from where we are standing. Where it says Camera at the bottom, click the green cross
and select Assign camera > Render Camera. Change the Distance mode to Z depth (planar). Set
the Far distance to 50000, and the Near distance to 15000. You can see that the default Near colour
is black. Our settings mean that there are no clouds from the render camera (where we are standing)
to the Near distance of 15000. And you can see the clouds pushed back in the 3d Preview window.

By the way, all distances in Terragen are measured in meters.
We are almost finished. I just want you to add one more Cloud layer. So, close the Distance shader
window and Add Cloud Layer > High-level: Cirrus (2D).
Set its Cloud altitude to 13000, Edge sharpness to 0.3, and Cloud density to 0.01. Go to the Density
fractal and enter a Seed value of 7891. Feature scale 20000, Lead in scale 50000, and Smallest scale
1. On the Density tab decrease the Coverage adjust to -0.2, and increase the roughness to 2.5. On
the Warping tab decrease the Lead-in warp amount to 0.15.
That's our scene built. All we have to do now is render it. Before we go to the Render section click
on the Atmosphere button on the top toolbar, click on Atmosphere in the node list and go to the
Quality tab. Set the Number of samples to at least 32. Similarly go to the Quality tabs of both
Cloud layers and slide both their Quality sliders to a value of 1. If these quality settings are not set
high enough you will see noise in the final render. So now let's click on the Renderers button on the

top toolbar and click on Full Render. The render settings you choose, and indeed the time it takes
for your render to complete, will depend on the spec of your computer, especially the chip speed
( and how many chips you've got (dual, quad)), and the amount of RAM you've got. I'll suggest
render settings that will give you a decent render, but shouldn't take too long. Image Width and
Height 1024x768. On the Quality tab Detail 0.8, Anti-aliasing 8, GI relative detail 2, GI sample
quality 3, GI blur radius 8. You can check Supersample prepass, but for relatively simple scenes
such as this leave GI surface details Unchecked. On the Crop Region tab just ensure Do crop region
is Unchecked. The only other render setting changes I have made for my final render is on the
Effects tab where I set Contrast to 0.4, and Gamma correction to 2.
Now hit the Render Image button and wait for your scene to render. As a guide, using the above
render settings my Quad core computer with 4 Gb RAM completed the render in 28 minutes. Like I
said depending on the spec of your computer it may take you longer, or maybe not so long.
That's it. I hope you enjoyed the trip, and that you now have the confidence to create your own
scenes.
Oh, and, last one to the top is a rotten egg.
Some useful websites:
Planetside forum
http://forums.planetside.co.uk/index.php#1
Planetside official site
http://www.planetside.co.uk/component/option,com_frontpage/Itemid,1/
nwd site
http://www.nwdanet.com/

